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As these words were said, the atmosphere immediately stiffened, and the
expressions of everyone had subtle changes.
Lin Shanhe’s pupils shrank slightly, and immediately he showed a guilty
expression, and sighed heavily and said, “Ah! We were too impulsive to say
it. Seeing that the old man became a vegetative, all of them lost their minds. ,
I didn’t make a thorough investigation, so I drove you out of the Lin family.
It was our fault! Ziming, for a while, the uncle has always been very guilty
of you, and I haven’t had a good night’s sleep for several nights, alas… ..”
Lin Shanhe is a full-fledged acting school, completely at the level of an
actor, and the guilt and regret on his face can’t even be seen by Lin Ziming
as fake.
“Uncle, your acting skills are getting more and more superb. I almost lied to
you, ho ho.” Lin Ziming said with a smile. Suddenly Lin Shanhe’s
expression stiffened, and some irritation appeared involuntarily. , Was
immediately suppressed by him.
“Hey, Ziming, I know it will be for a while, you won’t forgive us so easily,
but it doesn’t matter, now you come back to the Lin family, one day, you
will feel the uncle’s heart.” Lin Shanhe said.
Lin Ziming smiled ho ho, shrugged his shoulders, with a daunting
expression, without talking.
There was a brief embarrassment in the atmosphere, and no one spoke. Then
Lin Shanhe broke the silence and said, “Since Ziming has returned, the clan
will officially unfold.”
In fact, the Lin family’s clan association is mainly for everyone to report on
what they have gained in the past year and what they have done, and then in
turn give suggestions to the family. In short, the main purpose is to discuss
how to run the Lin family better and better.
Of course, because of Lin Ziming’s joining this year, the nature of the clan
association is somewhat different.
They got Lin Shanhe’s advice in advance and began to report on the
difficulties in their positions, mainly in one sentence, or because suddenly
the entire family was pumped out of more than 50 billion, which led to
comparisons in the capital chains of the various units of the Lin family. Big
break.
This is a fact, even if the Lin family is strong, more than 50 billion
livelihoods have been lost in one day, and the Lin family’s vitality will be
greatly injured. It’s just the extent of the damage, not as serious as they said.
For this, I have to thank Lin Zihao. Since Lin Zihao returned from abroad,
he quickly stabilized the Lin family.
However, if the Lin Family wants to restore its former glory and take it to
the next level, it still has to take back the 50 billion yuan in Lin Ziming’s
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hands.
So they are just as miserable, as if they are already on the verge of
bankruptcy.
After everyone finished speaking, an uncle with a high seniority said to Lin
Shanhe: “Patriarch, the situation of our Lin family is not optimistic now, and
the funding gap is too big. We have to find a way to collect the funds that
have been withdrawn. Only in order to maintain the operation of the big
machine of the Lin family.”
After the uncle’s voice fell, several senior seniors also began to speak, and
they also deliberately focused on Lin Ziming, mainly speaking to Lin
Ziming.
How could Lin Ziming not know? In fact, before he came, he had already
guessed that it would be such a scene, but he still underestimated the Lin
Family’s face, so he didn’t give any relaxation. At the clan meeting, he just
put pressure on him.
After everyone finished speaking, Lin Shanhe frowned tightly, and then he
said to Lin Ziming: “Ziming, you probably know the situation of the Lin
family now. At the beginning, the old man took away more than 50 billion. ,
Transferred to your account, it brought a huge blow to the Lin family!”
Seeing Lin Ziming drinking tea with his head down, without saying a word,
pretending that he could not hear, some anger flashed in Lin Shanhe’s eyes,
but he had no choice but to continue to bear it and said, “Ziming, you As a
member of our Lin family, he is the second young master of our Lin family.
Uncle doesn’t ask you to give out so much money at once. Would you like
to spend half of the money first to help the Lin family, okay? Don’t worry,
uncle You will be asked for the money in vain. Uncle will write you an IOU
and sign the name of the owner. The interest is calculated at the highest
annual interest rate of the bank, and it will be paid back to you within three
years. Do you think it is okay?”
At this time Lin Ziming finally raised his head and saw him smiling bitterly
and said: “Uncle, it’s not that I don’t want to help the Lin family, but that I
have already donated the money.”
“what?!”
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